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Abstract

Introduction: Western health care is under pressure from growing demands on quality and efficiency. The development and implementation of information technology, IT, is a key means of health care authorities to improve on health care infrastructure.

Theory and methods: Against a background of theories on human-computer interaction and IT-mediated communication, different empirical studies of IT implementation in health care are analyzed. The outcome is an analytical discernment between different relations of communication and levels of interaction with IT in health care infrastructure. These relations and levels are synthesized into a framework for identifying tensions and potential problems in the mediation of health care with the IT system. These problems are also known as unexpected adverse consequences, UACs, from IT implementation into clinical health care practices.

Results: This paper develops a conceptual framework for addressing transformations of communication and workflow in health care as a result of implementing IT.

Conclusion and discussion: The purpose of the conceptual framework is to support the attention to and continuous screening for errors and unintended consequences of IT implementation into health care practices and outcomes.
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Introduction

Like many other Western countries, Danish society is facing new challenges in organizing its health care. An ageing population, rising demands and possibilities in treatment and care, and a lack of clinical staff are, among other issues, pressuring new national policies on health care practice, management and organization. In responding to such pressures, information technology (IT) is given a central role as a change agent of health care infrastructure to support more quality, safety and continuity in and across healthcare settings. This paper, however, questions the nature of an IT infrastructure as some ‘thing’ that can be deliberately planned for by authorities and vendors [1–8], since the unfulfilled hopes in IT strategies on health care so far [5], and the contingent nature of health and disease, leaves much open for further learning, negotiation and design.

IT systems in health care have often failed to fulfill the desired outcomes for which they were designed, so leaving health care organizations with systems that nobody uses at great financial expense. For example, health care institutions have often developed capital projects to support an ongoing process of IT implementation and customization. Such projects not only have to train the many users in clinical settings in the functionalities of a specific IT system, but also must offer continuous support (on both system and user demands) on a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year basis. The effectiveness of the ‘working relationship’ [9] between IT users and the IT system depends highly on the degree of stability, usability and utility of the system in the specific care domain and practice. What this means is that the evolution of an IT system from an infrastructure to an effectively implemented product is an unpredictable process requiring risk management [10] that puts
emphasis on screening, evaluation and learning from the unintended consequences of implementing IT systems into care practices. The organizers of any IT project in health care thus face additional implementation challenges beyond the purely technical. Being aware of new kinds of possible ‘errors’ arising from putting IT systems into clinical or practical use are important considerations [11]. Or as phrased in a viewpoint paper on computerized order entry systems, CPOE: “Attention to detail is critical to provide appropriate support to clinicians’ work flows […] During such complex implementations, institutions must remain cognizant of, and carefully monitor, errors that these systems can cause as well as the errors that they prevent” [12 p.27].

This paper poses health care managers, IT implementers and developers to draw attention to inadequacies of communication and interaction from IT implementation in order to secure changes of health care infrastructures in a direction that, for the benefit of the patients, support the optimal use of technical and human resources. Discontinuities in communication and workflow counteract ‘integrated care’—both in terms of patient safety, patient centeredness and coherence of care paths—as higher demands are put on clinicians/human resources, compensating for insufficient technology tools.

Methods and materials

The conceptual framework presented in the following paper aims to facilitate how organizations that face the implementation of an IT project can identify, articulate and negotiate across any undesirable consequences of new health care infrastructures [13].

The conceptual framework is developed against the background of theoretical studies on infrastructure and communication, and empirical evaluation studies of human-computer interactions in health care. Evaluation research is, in ‘Methods of Information in Medicine’, considered “a key in identifying how people, organizational, and social issues—all crucial to system design, development and implementation, and use—interplay with informatics projects” [14 p.215]. Further, “the study of failures, partial successes, and changes in project definition or outcome” are recommended for future research [ibid]. Ammerwerth et al. confirm maturation in evaluation research in medical informatics as studies of more technical aspects of implementation have declined and shifted to an increase in studies on the quality of care processes and patient outcomes [15 p.55]. Leroy and Beuscart advocate the importance of usability evaluation by including final users in real settings in order to detect severe usability problems [16]. Classen et al. confirm that evaluation of IT implementation in individual health care organizations is more pressing than ever [17 p.51]. “All organizations will need to perform ongoing evaluation of their CPOE applications and their EHR [Electronic Health Record] if the potential benefits of these technologies are to be actually realized” [17 p.53]. Gross et al. oblige leading clinicians to participate by taking proactive responsibility and by making iterative improvements [12]. “Those implementing systems must monitor them for adverse effects on both patient care and on caregivers’ workflows. Similar monitoring must occur to ensure that desired goals are achieved. Continuous refinement based on ongoing end-user feedback must guide progress” [12 p.26]. In other words, the current research literature calls for more detailed knowledge of end-users’ experiences, more responsibilities of the organizations and proactive methods for dealing with the consequences of IT systems on the health care processes and outcomes.

This paper’s object of study is to evaluate IT in health care infrastructure, and how to study and grasp transformation of infrastructure. Qualitative methods are used in order to collect and reflect highly contextual data. Research in telemedicine [18 p.529] shows that this area, at the end of the 1990s, was plagued by the difficulties of generalization since research was characterized by confusing definitions, the use of small sample sizes, and primarily new and evolving IT innovations. Nonetheless, opportunities for studies employing qualitative methodologies enable a close examination of the phenomenon and help researchers better understand any emerging environment [19–21]. Qualitative methods are therefore central to evaluation studies as well as the prevalence of in-depth analysis of local experiences and settings [22], in order to grasp and fixate the contextual dimensions of health care services, as processes enacted and located in concrete temporal and spatial settings [23].

This paper attempts to illustrate organizational and interpersonal processes of health care by undertaking an analysis across three recently completed qualitative studies of IT implementation. Firstly, the theoretical assumptions are outlined on how to understand ‘infrastructure’ and the role of information technology here-in. Secondly, the evaluation studies refer to the results of two major, international qualitative studies on UAC and to three minor, Danish qualitative studies on the
use of IT for communication in three different health care organizational settings. The analysis of the Danish studies are reflected and discussed in relation to the results of the international evaluation studies on unintended consequences. Thirdly, the methods of the three Danish case studies are presented and the cases are subsequently analyzed according to the questions on infrastructural transformations and problems of UAC from IT implementation. Fourthly, the determined relations of communication and levels of interacting with IT are synthesized into a conceptual framework that seeks to capture transformations of health care infrastructures from human-computer interaction.

What is an infrastructure?

The traditional concept of an infrastructure is something that is just there, ready to use, completely transparent and not open to question (for example, water or electricity supplies, the railway, the road system, telecommunication, the mail service, or the Internet). Under this concept there is a tendency to perceive infrastructure as ‘hardware’ – something that is built and maintained and then sinks into the invisible background, and which is noticed only when it breaks down. But as Edwards [24] points out, infrastructure is socio-technical in nature, meaning that infrastructure is not only based on the hardware of an organization, but also ‘software’ such as socially-communicated background knowledge, general acceptance and reliance, and near ubiquitous accessibility.

According to the online Open Content dictionary Wiktionary (http://en.wiktionary.org), infrastructure means “an underlying base or foundation especially for an organization or system” and “the basic facilities, services and installations needed for the functioning of a community or society”. The definition provided here points to the fact that equally important for the understanding of infrastructure is the development or evolution of ways to communicate or interface with the underlying base. For example, telephony is possible not only because signals over a distance can be transmitted using electromagnetic waves via electronic transmitters, but also because of the invention of an appropriate appliance – the telephone – which can be used for the purpose. Importantly, the system is not successful solely because the technology works, but because enough people want to use, own and pay for a phone with which to communicate with others. It works because the whole service is highly organized, making sure that it is possible to make calls to the people you want to talk to. Furthermore, it is difficult to separate the development of the ‘base’ infrastructure from the development of services and regulations that support its functionality. It is difficult, for example, to separate the development of the transmission of signals (base) from the development of phones and the other services and installation needed to make the phone system function as an infrastructure. As Latour demonstratively put it: “Boeing-747s do not fly, airlines fly” [25 p.46]. Infrastructures, therefore, include technologies that are socially co-defined by their use and are always under the process of development or change; they grow through their use, and it is their use that defines whether or not something becomes an infrastructure.

Star & Ruhleder [9] and Hanseth [10] (among others) discuss the infrastructural aspects of IT systems. They both suggest different dimensions to characterize an infrastructure. While focusing on use and use practice, Star and Ruhleder mention the following characteristics:

- embeddedness (integrated in social structures and practices),
- transparency (can be used without removing focus from the task),
- reach or scope (goes beyond individual tasks or processes),
- learned as part of membership (an inherent part of an organization),
- links with conventions of practice (shapes and is shaped by practice),
- embodiment of standards (builds on standards and conventions),
- built on an installed base (must relate to existing technologies), and
- visible upon breakdown (loses transparency and is drawn into focus when it breaks down).

Very much in line with this, but with slightly more emphasis on the necessary technical prerequisites for an infrastructure to function, Hanseth [10] suggests that an infrastructure is an evolving (evolves continuously), shared (must function as a shared resource or foundation for a community), open (lack of borders in how many elements it may include, how many users may be using it and also in the sense that there are no limits to who might contribute to its design and deployment and that the development time has no beginning and no ending), heterogeneous (including sub-infrastructures based on different versions of the same standard or different standards covering the same functionality) installed base (backward compatibility which also means that the existing heavily influences how the new can be designed and that infrastructures are considered as existing already, never developed from scratch).
Studying infrastructure from IT implementation

These dimensions suggest “an infrastructure, which is without absolute boundary on a priori definition” [9] and also points to the fact that infrastructures cannot be understood independently of the work they afford. An IT system, then, becomes an infrastructure in relation to the involved technical and social elements of the organized practices within which it functions. Furthermore, the IT system evolves over time, does not have a fixed group of users or use practices, and is a dynamic ongoing process with no fixed center of control. IT implementation, therefore, also becomes a point of departure for studying infrastructure as the ‘embeddedness’, ‘transparency’, ‘embodiment of conventions’ and ‘scope’ only become ‘visible upon breakdown’, which let the technology and ‘base’ in question become a negotiable part of a ‘shared’, ‘open’ ‘heterogeneous’ and ‘evolving’ infrastructure. The following empirical studies are evaluations of the implementation of different IT systems into health care, primarily computerized order entry systems, CPOEs, in different settings that enlighten infrastructural issues.

Understanding IT infrastructure and implementation issues in health care from qualitative studies of unintended consequences

Cambell, Sittig, Ash, Guappone and Dykstra identify nine types of unintended adverse consequences related to CPOE [11]. The types are the outcome of a major qualitative study over 9 months; 390 hours of observation, 43 hours of interview, transcripts and field notes of approximately 1900 pages at five US hospitals, using either home grown or vendor built CPOE systems. The nine major categories are in order of decreasing frequency: 1) more/new work for clinicians; 2) unfavorable workflow issues; 3) never ending system demands; 4) problems related to paper persistence; 5) untoward changes in communication patterns and practices; 6) negative emotions; 7) generation of new kinds of errors; 8) unexpected changes of power structure; and 9) overdependence on the technology. In the viewpoint paper by Ash, Berg and Coiera [4], the processes of generating errors are reflected and categorized. The categorization draws from cross-Atlantic experiences with CPOE systems in health care delivery settings. The American, Australian and Dutch data are generated from qualitative studies of ethnographic observation and semi-structured interviews with professionals [4]. The overall purpose of the CPOE systems is to prevent medical errors. The studies confirm, though, that CPOE systems are not as successful in preventing errors as is generally hoped for, but that they could actually generate new errors [4 p.105]. Ash et al. categorize the errors within two ‘main categories’; firstly, the process of ‘entering and receiving messages in and from the system’ [4 p.106], and secondly, the ‘communication and coordination processes’ that the system is supposed to support [4 p.107]. These categories of errors can be reinterpreted within the research tradition of human-computer interaction as referring to the ‘usability’ and the ‘utility’ of the system [26]. The usability of the system is determined by the direct interaction between the user and the user interface of the system, i.e. in health care delivery settings the usability of the system for ‘entering and receiving of messages’. The ‘communication and coordination process’ [4 p.107] is concerned with the utility of the system in mediating the users’ collaboration on clinical tasks across different tempo-spatial locations. The three Danish implementation studies presented in the following paragraphs are examples of IT implementations to support and mediate the collaboration:

- across different health care institutions,
- across different wards at a university hospital, and
- across different user-groups in two wards of internal medicine with different professions and login rights.

Additionally, Star and Ruhleder’s ‘Steps to an ecology of infrastructure’ points to a third category or ‘step’ in human-computer interaction. Drawing on cybernetics and the communication theory of Gregory Bateson, Star & Ruhleder understand infrastructural changes as the outcome of paradoxes between the organizational purpose of the system and the utility in use [9], also termed ‘trans-contextual syndrome’ or ‘double bind’ [27]. Systemic experiences of ‘double binds’, i.e. bindings between what a user is expected to use the system for and what the system can be used for, and again double bindings between what the system is designed for and what it actually does, point to ‘socio-technical problems’ in the evolving infrastructure. These problems need further attention and articulation in order to redesign the system and the work practice in question to a more deliberate and ecological ‘healthy’ fit. We shall refer to such socio-technical tensions as ‘paradoxes’ between the purposes of implementing the system and the actual effect. Within cultural psychology [28] and the cultural–historical tradition of activity theory, ‘contradictions’ between the user’s culture and tools relate to ‘the motive of the activity’ [29]. A cultural and historical motive of western health care is, for example, to prevent illness and
suffering [30]. These motives and goals of health care techniques are again, within an Aristotelian tradition, related to ethical values and collective understanding of living a ‘good life’ [31–36]. These categories and analytical levels of understanding the development of technology in health care are summed up in Table 1.

The three following case studies point to such misapprehensions between intentions and actual use of IT for organizing health care. The studies are qualitative studies conducted independently of each other [37–42], but analyzed according to the three analytical levels of Table 1. Subsequently, a synthesis of the studies is made in order to support the attention to turning points in the relationships of humans and IT [footnote 1] [43] and the possible articulation of future IT-related communication problems [13].

Three minor Danish case studies of IT implementation across institutions, hospital wards and different user-groups

The objects and methods of the three case studies can be summed up as follows. The case study on the communication across different health care institutions focused on the implementation of an information system to support the communication between the local hospital and the municipality. The implementation was monitored by interviews with four central figures; in total twelve hours of interviews were conducted during the project. Besides diary notes, meeting minutes from the implementation process, and an internal evaluation report done by the responsible organization at the end of the project also entered into the material analyzed. Further description can be found in Bygholm [37].

The two other studies concerned the implementation of a vendor built CPOE in a university hospital, and at two wards of internal medicine at another hospital in the same county. The CPOE system at this stage of development is only handling ‘the bookkeeping’ of medication. It is not offering any decision support, and is developed by a professional vendor (Systematic Software Inc, Aarhus, DK) in close cooperation with the responsible Health Management Organization of Aarhus County, Denmark, who has supplied clinicians to the development project. The county is the hospital owner and is, according to the Danish Law on Patient Safety 2004 [44], collecting and reviewing unintended adverse consequences, UACs [45], in relation to using the CPOE [40]. Within a period of 6 months, clinicians in the five hospitals of the county reported 754 UACs in total, of which 97 UACs happened at the university hospital. These 97 UACs are further categorized in the Audit Report of the County [40] as 45 UACs due to ‘organizational errors’, and 52 UACs caused by ‘technical errors’. These organizational and technical circumstances of the UACs were further elaborated on by the use of qualitative methods for richness and details. Some empirical examples of ‘organizational errors’ and ‘technical errors’ were unfolded in a lecture and discussion between researchers and students in health informatics held at Ballerup, Aalborg University in Copenhagen, 21 April 2006. These examples were contextualized even further by two hours of interview with the responsible implementer at the university hospital, retelling her experiences with concrete instances that produced UACs.

The clinical use of the CPOE system at two internal medical wards builds on 48 hours of observation, six interviews with primary users, two physicians and four nurses, and an analysis of the user interface of the CPOE and of other documents. At the time of the study, the CPOE had been in use for eight months. Based on the observations, three use-scenarios for central events in the medication process were constructed (prescription, requisition, and considerations of continuation of treatment). The use-scenarios were introduced to the interviewees for four reasons: to condense, verify and generalize the observations and to trigger the memory of the interviewees.

The following three paragraphs will present the individual cases and analyze them according to the three analytical levels of interacting with IT in health care infrastructure in Table 1.

IT communication across institutions: municipality and hospital

The Municipality of Aalborg’s Department of Care for the Elderly and Disabled decided to implement electronic exchange of information between on the one hand the municipality and the hospital, and on the other hand between the municipality and the general practicing doctors. The idea behind the project was that switching from communicating through telephone and letters to electronic information exchange would mean a more correct exchange of information and also a faster and more holistic treatment of the citizen involved. A well-known standard, EDI messages by way of Vans technology, was chosen for exchange of information involving an extension of the standard, but from a technical point of view it should not be too difficult to make the involved partners’ systems communicate. Still, numerous problems were encountered in the implementation and use of electronic exchange for communication and coordination of work with senior citizens between the partners.
This case focuses on the exchange of information between municipality and hospital. It illustrates the tangled nature of the problems experienced in the attempts to fit in use of a new infrastructure in the work practices of the hospital staff.

Initially, there were two issues hindering the electronic exchange of information between hospital and municipality, as seen from the perspective of the hospital staff. First, the hospital used an old-fashioned patient administration system and second, the involved staff (at seven medical wards) had no experience of using ICT in their work. Thus, training of the staff (approximately 300 persons) was needed. For each of the seven wards involved, about four persons were trained for one day. The staff participating in the training was supposed to teach the others in the wards they came from, thus functioning as super users. The problem was not that the trained staff could not use the system, but more that it was an extremely time-consuming task to send messages, the patient administration system operating with many different types of screens that should be accessed in a certain order and being difficult to navigate around. For an inexperienced user, it could take around an hour to send a message and demonstrating the process for another nurse could easily take one and a half to two hours.

Apart from training, there was also a need for agreements between the municipality and the hospital to ensure that messages sent were actually received at the municipality within an acceptable time limit. A basic guideline in the set of agreements was the division of messages into two categories: emergent and non-emergent messages. Emergent messages were messages that had to be acted upon within 24 hours and those had to be phoned to make sure they were received and understood by the right persons. An un-emergent message, which is a message not needing action within 24 hours, could be sent electronically. Compared to the expectations expressed in the project application concerning “…a more quick and effective way of communication …” by using ICT for communication this was unexpected. As for the whole set of agreements it turned out that, due to many different interpretations of the agreements, they got increasingly more and more detailed, which in turn made them less accessible for the staff. Thus, instead of one infrastructure for exchange of information between the institutions they now had two and double communication became a result of this, i.e. in many cases they used both the phone and the system to communicate the same information just to be sure that messages were actually received.

To send more detailed information on patients between the partners, personal consent was needed for each message. In practice this was not always doable and one of the solutions that was examined and discussed with the legal authorities was the possibility of a general consent from each citizen receiving care. This was, however, considered a breach of the law, thus information could only be exchanged if consent was given for each message. There was nothing new in the law; the same conditions count when information is exchanged between two persons by telephone. Use of electronic communication, however, changes and broadens the context for information exchange; what can be said in an oral phone conversation between two people is not necessarily suitable for wider distribution in a writing-based media.

This study shows the complexity of the many issues involved in the attempt to change from one infrastructure to another. Some of the problems were due to the complicated interaction style demanded by the old system and to computer inexperience among the staff. The fact that it was such a time-demanding task to send and receive messages and the doubtfulness
concerning the rules for exchange of information to some extent questioned the rationale of using the system, seen from the point of view of the hospital staff. The agreements that should solve the problems got rather complicated in order to cover all situations. The necessity of operating with two different lines of communication did not afford the work practice at all and results of problems were in many cases double communication, i.e. more work instead of less work for the staff. Adding to this, and coming from societal context, was the legal issue of patient consent by the exchange of patient information, which questioned the legality of the basic intentions and goals behind the project.

Unintended transformation of the communication between the municipality and hospital with the edifact-system
The study showed the complexity of the problems related to achieving the aims of implementation of a new infrastructure. Doubtfulness and double communication were some of the unintended consequences and the findings of the study can be summed up at the following levels of interaction:

1. Level of interaction: the communication between municipality and hospital were interrupted, as their existing Patient Administration System was difficult and time-consuming to use.

2. Level of IT-mediated interaction among users: the users needed to establish new procedures for sending and receiving messages to each other, dividing them into urgent/complicated messages and non-urgent messages where only the latter could be sent electronically, and to set rules for who was responsible for reading and acting upon the electronic information.

3. Infrastructural level: in contrast to the expected vision of optimizing communication the information exchange expanded, double communication including IT and telephone were necessary to secure quality of collaboration. The exchange of electronic patient data also collided with the law on data security, whereby a whole new infrastructural problem arose at a national level.

IT communication across wards in a university hospital

The project organization of a university hospital is implementing electronic order entry systems, CPOE. The aims of the system are, among others, to improve patient safety and continuity of patient treatment and care. In relation to a new Danish Health Law [44], clinicians have been reporting on unintended consequences in clinical work. Within a period of 6 months, 97 unintended consequences from using the CPOE system in the University Hospital have been reported to the county, the hospital’s owners. These are in an Audit Report from the county [40], categorized as 45 unintended consequences of a technical nature, due to an unstable system and inadequate user interface, and 52 unintended consequences of an organizational nature, expressed by a lack of correspondence between electronic documentation of medication and other registration of data. The responsible implementer of the project organization experienced though, that the technical errors and the organizational errors were related. The following two stories show, they even feed each other in practice and affect the infrastructure of health care as well.

‘Technical error’ of patient safety
An example of unintended consequences caused by technical inadequacies of an order entry system, CPOE, is that on some screen dumps the wrong patient identification number is showing. Leaders of hospital and project organization were to decide quickly on how to warn the end-users. But here the implementers face a new problem of a social origin: “But how do you communicate to 3000 users? [...] WARNINGS on the screen are simply clicked away”. Closing the system down was an equally bad possibility: “they (the clinicians, HW) are totally depending on it”. As a solution, a telephone-chain was started in which one hospital ward after the other should pass on the message about the wrong patient identification numbers in the CPOE to the next ward. The morning after, a follow-up call was made to make sure the chain went through. The person calling the emergency ward of internal medicine recalls: “I phoned the ward to pass on the warning. They were receiving patients with heart attacks, so she just answered ‘yes, yes, yes’—and hung up. She just wanted me to get off the phone. The systems should probably have been closed down”. The chain went through wards with fewer emergency cases. A control call was made to the last ward in the telephone-chain. They never received the message.

The so-called technical error becomes a story of new communication problems in the organization related to CPOE, as well as a reminder that for clinicians in situ, life and death issues take priority over technical errors, even though in a further prospect new, unintended consequences might silently come into being, as in this case of the broken telephone-chain.

2 October 2006: The Minister of Health and Internal Public Affairs made a suggestion for a new law on data security, which is now at hearing in the Danish Parliament to be negotiated.
Organizational error’ of patient continuity across wards

‘Missing documentation’ or ‘double registrations of the same patient information’ are examples of unintended consequences, UCs, of an organizational nature. This seemingly human factor had a technical side as well. Often patients move from an internal medicine ward to surgery and from surgery to intensive care, but after implementation of the CPOE, intensive care lacked information on the patients coming from surgery. This gives a gap in the patients’ electronic documentation of medication. Though, as understood and widely accepted in the organization, the surgery ward has no direct need of CPOE in their work, while the doctors, as well as the nurses, in intensive care do. They need the information to control and confirm the patient’s medication in the CPOE when admitting him or her to intensive care. The responsible implementer of the CPOE reflects: “How do you make work processes to fit this problem, and who gets the job to do so? It almost turned into a war, and I was sitting in trench warfare. It is a whole new problem that we have never had before. Previously we would just have received the papers from the record passing through.”

This story is not just about inadequate collaboration between wards, but also that the CPOE creates new problems for the wards and the clinicians to secure the patient continuity. This conflict was traded off as the doctor’s secretary in the surgery ward was pointed out to enter all patient data in the CPOE.

The infrastructural changes expressed in these two stories show that the visions and expectations of more patient safety and continuity from implementing CPOE into health care practice are not automatically fulfilled, but require attention to new, socio-technical problems and work on communication.

Transformation of communication with IT across wards in a university hospital

The study showed that IT implementation produces new communication problems in the health care organization, and thus the intentions of more patient safety and fewer continuity problems are not automatically a result of a CPOE system, but a new challenge for health care and project organizations that cannot be reduced to either technical or organizational errors. The two examples of a so-called ‘technically’ caused UAC and organizational grounds for UACs can be summed up as problems at the following levels of interacting with IT.

Organizational aspects of the ‘technical error’ of patient safety

1. Level of interaction: the technical error in the CPOE system of showing wrong patient identification numbers interrupted the patient safety throughout the organization.

2. Level of mediated interaction: discontinuity in communicating the technical error to all end-users through a telephone-chain is collectively making the clinical collaboration more risky for patients as well as for users.

3. Infrastructural level points to socio-technical problems in taking responsibility for patient safety as a clinical user, and as responsible manager of the reliability of the system.

Technical aspects of ‘organizational error’ of patient continuity across wards

1. Level of interacting: the ward of intensive care lacks information in the CPOE on patients received from the ward of surgery.

2. Level of IT mediated interaction between the wards: as the surgeons do not need the CPOE for their work discontinuity appeared in the collaboration between the wards with the replacement of paper with the CPOE.

3. At the infrastructural level the problem of recreating patient continuity between the wards with CPOE became a new socio-technical problem, also posing the question: “Who is responsible for things to flow?”

Communication on medication between clinicians using CPOE in two medical wards

The study [36,37] points to the central situation of enacting medication with CPOE at two internal medical wards in a middle-sized Danish hospital. The programme of action for medication consists of a minimum of seven core acts or ‘subprogrammes of action’: 1) the indication of treatment, initiated by the patient’s problem/diagnosis, 2) the ‘prescription’ (recommendation of treatment and patient’s consent of choice), 3) ‘drug order’, i.e. registration of order in CPOE system, 4) ‘dosage’, i.e. making the drug ready for consumption, 5) ‘administration’ (the patient is given the drug), 6) ‘assessment’ of the drug’s effect on the patient, and 7) ‘considerations on how to proceed’, i.e. whether to continue or withdraw the drug. This process takes place within a different temporal rhythm, and located at different places, for example at the patient’s bedside, in the hallway, in different offices and the drug storage room. Global access from other wards or institutions is possible. The CPOE interacted with four of the seven subprogrammes in the medication process, 2) the prescription, 3) the order entry, 4) dosage and 7) withdrawal or continuity of treatment. The following situations of
use point to transformation of ordination with the CPOE, of the registration of clinical collaboration and possibly transformation of patient trajectories with CPOE.

Transformation of ordination with CPOE
On the doctors’ rounds, when the physician should order the patient-consented prescription, a detour occurred. The physician would not consult and order drugs for one patient at a time. Instead he would memorize three or four patients at a time before he would first dictate diagnosis and order to the patient record and then order the prescription in the CPOE. This detour in the medication safety of the individual patient was not only caused by a clumsy PC table that made it too troublesome to take the CPOE laptop along on patient rounds, but the digitalized dictaphone for dictating to the patients’ medical records prior to the order entry is placed on the wall in the hallway, additionally making a long walking distance from the patient’s bed.

Transformation of user rights and clinical teamwork
The work divisions inscribed in the user rights of the CPOE adhere to the certification rights of physicians and nurses. In practice, though, the clinical teamwork related to ‘drug order’ and ‘dosage’ varies from the formal certification rights and duties. The inflexible user rights and time-consuming login to the CPOE, along with too few computers and computers placed far away from drug storage, made the clinical collaboration spread out in time and space, subsequently leading to more coordination work on medication. A counteraction of the clinical team was to bypass the user rights by working under the same login of a user with physicians’ rights. This meant that the virtual medication work registered under a specific user name and login does not necessarily correspond to an individual person, but might cover an empirical work team of clinicians.

Possible transformation of patient trajectories with CPOE
The continuity of the patients’ medication transformed with the CPOE. This is also part of the vision of electronic, instead of paper-documented, medication. CPOE gives ‘global accesses’ to the medication data of patients, not only from all hospital wards, but also from other health care institutions that might be involved in the future health care trajectory of the patient. The global access and continuity aspects of electronic communication gave a new problem when drug orders were withdrawn and when patients were discharged from the hospital ward. The CPOE system replaced a paper medication scheme containing drug orders for seven days at a time. After seven days the nurse on nightshift would copy the drug orders to be continued on to a new scheme, and leave out those that were withdrawn in the meantime. This ‘procedure of cleaning up’ the registered drug orders were left out of the CPOE, as the system does not run out of ‘writing space’ every seventh day. Additionally, it would be extra work for the physicians (having the user rights to do so) to log on to the CPOE every time they have withdrawn an order. Leaving out the ‘cleaning procedure’, on the other hand, means that drug orders stay active in the system after the end of hospitalization. This adds new risks to the patients’ safety. In a possible future when a patient is readmitted into the hospital or enters another health care institution, the information in the CPOE might mislead the users, and foster a wrong understanding of the patient’s medication profile and history.

Infrastructural transformation of medical health care practice
The study points out that more ‘global access’ to patients’ medication data with the CPOE system might locally give more difficult access. New physical and social distances of prescribing and coordinating medication work with the CPOE have arisen, alongside new tasks and divisions of work.

Transformation of ordination with CPOE
1. Level of interaction: the physical distance between the patient’s bed, the CPOE and other artefacts interrupts the physician’s prescription and requisition of drugs in the CPOE on doctors’ rounds.
2. Level of IT-mediated interaction: the physician would reduce the walking by memorizing three or four patients at a time and order their prescriptions in the CPOE after dictating to the patient record in the hallway.
3. Level of infrastructure: a socio-technical paradox arose as the doctor–patient relationship transformed into collective e-patient, when entering ‘mass-orders’ several patients at a time. Cognitive pressure is put on the individual doctor in order not to mix up the patients, the patients’ prescriptions and orders with each other. Mistakes are likely to be difficult to trace in the CPOE as they happen before the orders are prescribed.

Transformation of user rights and clinical teamwork
1. Level of interaction: the users are interrupted in their workflow by an inflexible system for entering and retrieving information.
2. Level of IT-mediated interaction: discontinuity between the rationality of medication work inscribed in the software, the number and location
of PCs made the clinicians work around user rights in order to coordinate and continue workflow.

3. Level of infrastructure: tensions are created with the CPOE between the formal rights and duties of nurses and physicians and their actual collaboration, and a collective e-clinician came into being for teamwork under seemingly strictly individualized user rights.

Possible transformation of patient trajectories with CPOE

1. Level of interaction: discharging patients with CPOE interrupts the clinicians’ practice, as withdrawn medication has to be actively withdrawn in the system.

2. Level of IT-mediated interaction with future users: a discontinuity in a patient’s medical treatment might happen when the patient re-enters the health care system, unless the users envision future uses and withdraw orders from the system.

3. Level of infrastructure: transformation of patient continuity across different health care sites with the risk of wrong medication.

Results: synthesis of the analysis into a framework of communicative relations in health care infrastructure

The presented studies of infrastructural changes in and across different health care institutions underlines that the intended effects and visions of IT are not easily realized. Instead, the complexity of implementing IT into existing health care practices draws attention to new relations of coordinating and mediating work, including other techniques, and the material surroundings. The overall findings on the disclosures of infrastructure from IT implementation can be summed up as unintended transformations that arise when relations in clinical work processes are framed differently. These relations are communicative in the sense that practices of making and exchanging information have changed by the agency of the IT system, mediating the interactions of the involved parties differently. Changes in the communicative relations from interacting with the system put continuity of care processes at risk, distributing tasks and responsibilities differently. Work around and alternative communication means for restoring continuity of health care tasks make up for some interruptions. Nonetheless, these relational changes in communication from interacting with IT are temporal and spatial ‘turning points’ [39] in the health care process and allow for further attention, articulation and design of the ongoing implementation.

Attention to ‘turning points’ in health care processes

In order to identify unintended consequences in health care processes from IT implementation, it is necessary to draw attention to the spatial and temporal turning points within which communicative relations are framed [43]. These turning points were, in the three case studies, situations and moments of interruption, discontinuity and socio-technical tensions in the users’ communication with the system. The matrix presented in Table 2 frames the contextual and processional dimensions of infrastructural changes from IT implementation.

The framework can afford the identification of IT implementation problems in relation to usability and utility of the system:

- As experienced by the individual user interacting directly with the system entering or retrieving data. Here the lack of professional performance can be experienced as deskilling, to be compensated for by more work and flexibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relational turning points of communication in HCI</th>
<th>Interruption in usability</th>
<th>Discontinuity in utility</th>
<th>Socio-technical tensions/problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct interaction of user and interface</td>
<td>&quot;Receiving and entering data&quot;; <em>&lt; → &gt;</em> User-rights, accessibility, training</td>
<td>Performance loss <em>&lt; → &gt;</em> ‘deskilling’</td>
<td>‘Cognitive overload’ <em>&lt; → &gt;</em> Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-mediated interaction/collaboration</td>
<td>Stability of system, software design, GUI <em>&lt; → &gt;</em> ‘Entfremdung’</td>
<td>Coordination problems <em>&lt; → &gt;</em> Work-around Arbitrary or double communication</td>
<td>Conflicts, indifference, delegation of work ‘unsafe’, risky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT infrastructure</td>
<td>IT implementation <em>&lt; → &gt;</em> Information architecture, reliability and inscribed rationality</td>
<td>Errors in patient treatment and care</td>
<td>Identity/meaning transformation of patient, clinician, motive/purpose of health care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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From experiencing the social collaboration in mediating clinical tasks with IT, and how these work relations and clinical tasks are cultivated by the IT system.

Again, how the purpose and identities of the involved participants are co-configured by the infrastructural transformation.

Articulation of infrastructural transformations as unintended consequences

The conceptual framework presented above draws attention to determining relations of communicating and interacting with IT in health care processes. Any disturbances and interruptions in these ongoing processes produce contingencies that will need renewed attention and possible articulation in order to be dealt with accordingly to ensure more deliberate and desirable outcomes. The presented qualitative evaluation studies of IT implementations are identifications and articulations of such transformations in health care as unintended consequences. Furthermore, putting the nine types of UACs back into context by the conceptual framework of infrastructural transformation from IT implementation gives the ‘picture’ as presented in Table 3.

Such unintended consequences of IT implementation on health care infrastructure open up for renewal reflection on IT strategies in health care, and add on to the many tasks of the capital projects implementing the systems.

Discussion: supporting articulation work for redesigning IT in health care processes

Finally, due to its integrated nature, infrastructure is only visible upon breakdown. Unintended consequences from IT implementations can therefore also be interpreted as disclosure of infrastructure, framing the communicative relations, spatial and temporal, differently. The conceptual framework for drawing attention to relational turning points for communication and interacting with IT in health care processes intends to support the articulation work and negotiation of health care infrastructure. The identification of user experiences of interruptions, discontinuities and socio-technical problems are of central value to the overall patient safety and professional dependability of IT systems in health care. The screening for errors and articulation of unintended consequences deliver essential feedback to the implementers for customization of the system. Furthermore, the results and research purpose of this paper are not to generalize infrastructural changes a priori to positive or negative outcomes, but to develop a language to address future infrastructural changes as situations and moments that are sensitive to adjustments and renegotiation of the IT system and the work practices in question.

Conclusion

The pervasive role of IT systems as change agents in Danish health care can therefore be seen as paradoxical. IT implementation not only implies potential for change of the existing infrastructure, but also for undesired changes in the practices of the involved participants with consequences for the understanding of health care as such. Technology infrastructure is therefore not only a point a departure for further learning [46], but also a quest for what Marc Berg has called politics of design [47]. These politics of design question and negotiate the disclosed infrastructure and its more or less intended transformation of humans as well as the techniques within. Because of this entangled nature of humans and techniques, Latour poses a ‘parliament of things’ [48]. Institution-alizing the negotiating and redesign of the evolving infrastructure from IT implementation with the clinical users would clearly add on to the capital project’s tasks of customization. In other words, the western need of transforming health care infrastructures with

### Table 3. Types of UAC from health care infrastructures with CPOE, ranged by frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relational turning points of communication in HCI</th>
<th>Interruption in usability</th>
<th>Discontinuity in utility</th>
<th>Socio-technical tensions/problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct interaction of user and interface</td>
<td>‘Negative emotions’ (6)</td>
<td>‘Problems related to paper persistence’ (4)</td>
<td>‘More/new work for clinicians’ (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-mediated interaction/collaboration</td>
<td>‘Never ending system demands’ (3)</td>
<td>‘Unfavorable workflow issues’ (2)</td>
<td>Untoward changes in communication patterns and practices (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructures</td>
<td>‘Over dependency of the technology’ (9)</td>
<td>‘Generation of new kinds of errors’ (7)</td>
<td>‘Unexpected changes in power structure’ (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IT can also be elaborated further from the following question: to what extent are the health care organizations and capital projects ready to democratize [49] the technological infrastructure with the clinical end-users, and what are the organizational means necessary to do so apart from project organizations’ ongoing screening for errors?
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